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The Ontario Trial Lawyers Association (OTLA) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO) preliminary review of the Test Results 
Management Policy Statement #1-11. 

OTLA was formed in 1991 by lawyers acting for plaintiffs. Our purpose is to promote access to 
justice for all Ontarians, preserve and improve the civil justice system, and advocate for the 
rights of those who have suffered injury and losses as the result of wrongdoing by others, while 
at the same time advocating aggressively for safety initiatives. 

Our mandate is to fearlessly champion, through the pursuit of the highest standards of 
advocacy, the cause of those who have suffered injury or injustice. Our commitment to the 
advancement of the civil justice system is unwavering. 

Our organization has more than 1,600 members who are dedicated to the representation of 
wrongly injured plaintiffs across the province and country. OTLA is comprised of lawyers, law 
clerks, articling students and law students. OTLA frequently comments on legislative matters, 
and has appeared on numerous occasions as an intervener before the Court of Appeal for 
Ontario and the Supreme Court of Canada. 

Background 

The appropriate and timely management of test results is of critical importance in ensuring 

patient health, and OTLA commends the CPSO for recognizing as it does in the Policy that 

“managing test results effectively is vital to quality patient care.”  Laboratory tests, imaging 

studies and pathology results often represent the earliest opportunity for patients and their 

care team to identify, diagnose and initiate treatment of life threatening and debilitating 

illnesses.   

OTLA supports the CPSO’s efforts to remind practitioners of the key role that test result 

management plays in safeguarding Ontarians’ health and wellbeing.  

In its current form, however, OTLA is concerned that Policy #1 – 11 fails to best protect many of 

the patients most at risk of falling through the cracks. As the CPSO undertakes this preliminary 

review of the existing policy, OTLA takes this opportunity to provide recommendations for 

revisions to the Policy to eliminate potentially troubling ambiguities that might compromise 

patient safety.   

“High-Risk” Patients 

The current Policy focuses heavily on the obligations that a physician has towards patients who 

present with serious clinical symptoms, have been diagnosed with a life-threatening illness or 

who otherwise have a “high risk” of receiving a clinically significant result from a test being 

ordered. The Policy suggests that physicians’ obligations towards these patients with respect to 

communication, documentation and follow up are greater than they are towards other 
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patients.  For example, the Policy suggests that physicians need only track and ensure the 

timely receipt of test results for these “high risk” patients. 

While the importance of ensuring that patients with serious and life-threatening conditions be 

advised of significant results as quickly as possible cannot be understated, OTLA is concerned 

that this distinction between “high risk” and “low risk” patients might detract attention from a 

physician’s obligations to follow up on all significant test results, from across their full patient 

population.    

Indeed, it is precisely the asymptomatic, “low risk” patient, whose routine blood work or 

imaging study reveals an unexpected or incidental finding whose test results are at the greatest 

risk of being overlooked or mismanaged: for example, the MRI of the lumbar spine to 

investigate a bulging disk that unexpectedly reveals a liver lesion, or the CBC drawn at an 

annual physical to explore thyroid levels that incidentally reveals dangerously high creatinine 

levels.  

OTLA suggests that any revisions consider emphasizing the importance of timely follow up and 

follow through on all test results, and particularly remind physicians of the need to be attuned 

to the potential implications of clinically significant incidental findings for their otherwise ‘low 

risk’ patient population. 

Taking Action when in Receipt of a Clinically Significant Result 

OTLA also recommends further clarity with respect to physicians’ obligations when they receive 

or become aware of a clinically significant result for a test that they have not ordered.  

Currently, the Policy suggests that “in these situations, the physician may have a duty to inform 

the patient or the patient’s physician of the result.”  

It is OTLA’s view that physician’s obligations in this regard ought not to be discretionary. 

Instead, OTLA recommends the following language or the like be considered:  

“In these situations, a physician must either inform the patient of the clinically 

significant result directly, or otherwise satisfy themselves that the patient has been 

made aware of both the result and its implications by another practitioner.” 

This language will ensure that a physician’s obligations towards all of their patients, past and 

present, are not susceptible to presumptions and interruptions in continuity of care.  

OTLA again commends the CPSO’s efforts to remind practitioners of the key role that test result 

management plays in safeguarding Ontarians’ health and wellbeing. As always, OTLA 

appreciates the opportunity to be involved in this process and if you have any questions or 

require clarification, please do not hesitate to contact us 

 


